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Directions: Solve each problem below. The letters in each problem represent the number of hearts 
you have of that particular color.  For example, if you have 2 pink hearts, 4 white hearts, and 5 
green hearts then “P + W” should be read as “2 + 4” and “WGP” should be read as “452.”

Choose one of the problems with the letter P in it.  Write it here: _____________
How would the answer to that problem change if you had four more pink hearts? 
______________________________________________

Choose one of the problems with the letter V in it.  Write it here: _____________
How would the answer to that problem change if you had ten more violet hearts? 
______________________________________________

Addition and Subtraction
Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) White (W)

Number

Count how many of each color of hearts you have and fill in the table below.

OV + GG = _________

VW + OP = _________

YO + GP = _________

OY + GOG = _________

PYV + YYO = _________

OWO + YGP = _________

VOYG + PPWW = _________

GGWO + YWYP = _________

YYOOPP + OYG = _________

POYGVW + GYOP= _________

GW - Y = _________

YVW – O = _________

GVW – WW = _________

VYY – GY = _________

PGWP - VO = _________

YGYO - PV = _________

PYWW - OVG = _________

YOPG – WPW = _________

POYGV – WVGY = _________

GOGPW – OOPO = _________
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Directions: Solve each problem below. The letters in each problem represent the number of hearts 
you have of that particular color.  For example, if you have 2 pink hearts, 4 white hearts, and 5 
green hearts then “P x W” should be read as “2 x 4” and “WGP” should be read as “452.”

Choose one of the problems with the letter G in it.  Write it here: _____________
How would the answer to that problem change if you had twice as many green hearts? 
______________________________________________

Choose one of the problems with the letter W in it.  Write it here: _____________
How would the answer to that problem change if you had three times as many white hearts? 
______________________________________________

Multiplication and Division
Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) White (W)

Number

Count how many of each color of hearts you have and fill in the table below.

P x O = _________

G x W = _________

YO x V = _________

GG x P = _________

PVW x O = _________

Y x OGP = _________

GOGO x W = _________

P x YOPY = _________

GW x OP = _________

YY x WW = _________

VW ÷ P = _________

GY ÷ O = _________

WP ÷ V = _________

PWG ÷ Y = _________

GYW ÷ O = _________

PYYG ÷ P = _________

YOOW ÷ G = _________

OPV ÷ WY = _________

GGVV ÷ YP = _________

VPOG ÷ VO = _________
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Factors and Multiples
Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) White (W)

Number

Count how many of each color of hearts you have and fill in the table below.

Multiples

List 3 multiples of Y. _____________________________________
List 5 multiples of V. _____________________________________
List 4 multiples of P. _____________________________________
List 2 multiples of G. _____________________________________
List 4 multiples of W. _____________________________________
List 3 multiples of O. _____________________________________
Is 15 a multiple of any of the colors? If so, which one(s)? __________________
Is 27 a multiple of any of the colors? If so, which one(s)? __________________
Is 32 a multiple of any of the colors? If so, which one(s)? __________________
Is 60 a multiple of any of the colors? If so, which one(s)? __________________
Is 72 a multiple of any of the colors? If so, which one(s)? __________________

Factors

List the factors of V. _____________________________________
List the factors of P. _____________________________________
List the factors of G. _____________________________________
List the factors of GV. ____________________________________
List the factors of WY. ____________________________________
List the factors of RW. ____________________________________
Does any color (single-digit number) have 3 as a factor? If so, which one(s)?
________________________________________________
Using your hearts, can you make any double-digit numbers that have 12 as a factor? If so, which 
one(s)? ___________________________________________

Directions: Solve the following problems.  The letters in each problem represent the number of 
hearts you have of that particular color.  For example, if you have 2 pink hearts, then a 
problem that reads “List 4 multiples of P” should be read as “List 4 multiples of 2.”   If you 
have 3 orange hearts and 5 green hearts, then “List the factors of OG” should be read as “List 
the factors of 35.”
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What is the total number of hearts that you have in your bag? ______

If you were to write what fraction of the bag each color heart makes up, would you use the 
total number of hearts as the numerator or the denominator? ______________

If you were to write what fraction of the bag each color heart makes up, would you use the 
number of hearts of a specific color as the numerator or the denominator? _________

Color Write the 
fraction

Write the fraction 
in simplest form

Write three more equivalent fractions

Pink 
(P)

Orange 
(O)

Yellow 
(Y)

Green 
(G)

Violet
(V)

White 
(W)

Fractions

Which fraction above is the greatest? ______ Which fraction above is the least? _____

Put the fractions above in order from least to greatest. ____________________

Plot the fractions in the chart above on the number line below.
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Color Pink (P) Orange (O) Yellow (Y) Green (G) Violet (V) White (W)

Value 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001

Number

Total Value 
of Color

Decimals
Each heart color has been assigned a value in the table below.  Fill in the number of hearts you have of 
each color and then solve for the total value of each color.  For example, if you have 4 green hearts, 
then the value of green hearts in your bag is 0.4 since each green heart has a value of 0.1.

What is the total value of the hearts in your bag?  Write the total value in standard form. 

_________________________

Write the total value in expanded form.

_________________________________________________

Write the total value in word form.

_______________________________________________________

Round the total value to the nearest ten. ________________

Round the total value to the nearest hundredth. ________________

Round the total value to the nearest one ________________

Round the total value to the nearest hundred. ________________

Round the total value to the nearest tenth. ________________

Solve the following problems.  The letter represents the total value of that color in your bag.  For 
example, if you had 5 pink hearts, then P = 500.

O + G + V = ____________

P + W + Y = ____________

O - W = ____________

P - V = ____________

P - (G + Y) = ____________

3 x V = ____________

W x 7 = ____________

5 x (O – V) = ____________
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Fill in the picture graph below to show how many hearts you have of each color.

Number of Hearts in my Bag

Pink (P)

Orange (O)

Yellow (Y)

Green (G)

Violet (V)

White (W)

Each           represents 2 hearts.

Picture Graphs

How many hearts did you use to represent the color with the most hearts? ____________

How many hearts did you use to represent the color with the least hearts? ____________ 

On the picture graph, what does a half heart represent? _____________

Rylee gives you 7 more green hearts.  How many more hearts would you need to add to the green 
row on the picture graph above? _____________

Trevor doubles the number of white hearts you have.  How many hearts should now be shown in the 
white row on the picture graph above? _____________

James eats one of your orange hearts. How many hearts should now be shown in the orange row 
on the picture graph above? _____________

Write and solve 3 challenging questions that can be answered using your picture graph.

Question #1: _______________________________________________

Question #2: _______________________________________________

Question #3: _______________________________________________

Answer #1: ________________ 

Answer #2: ________________

Answer #3: ________________
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Use the coordinate plane to plot the location of each color heart.
Pink (2, 6) Orange (0, 8) Yellow (9, 7)
Green (5, 0) Violet (10, 3) White (1, 4)

If you moved the white heart 4 spaces to the right, then 3 spaces up, then 5 spaces to the left, 
what coordinates would it be at now? ___________

If you moved the pink heart 1 space to the left, 4 spaces down, and 6 spaces to the right, what 
coordinates would it be at now? ___________

Write the coordinates for each of the following shapes printed on the coordinate plane.
Circle ________  Diamond ________ Heart ________ 

Triangle ________ Star ________ Cross ________ 

Coordinate Plane (1st Quadrant)
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Use your conversation hearts to make a rectangle that is 5 hearts wide by 3 hearts tall.  Then, use 
a ruler to draw a line around each side of the rectangle (see example).

Example: Draw your rectangle of hearts below:

Use your conversation hearts to make a rectangle that is 7 hearts wide by 4 hearts tall.  Use a 
ruler to draw a line around each side of the rectangle.  Draw your rectangle of hearts below:

Measure each side of your rectangle above to the nearest centimeter.  
Length = ______ Width = ______ Perimeter = ________ Area = ________ 

Perimeter and Area

Measure each side of your rectangle above to the nearest inch.  
Length = ______ Width = ______ Perimeter = ________ Area = ________ 


